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Female tattooed figure, eighteenth or early nineteenth century (detail). Aitutaki, Cook Islands. Wood, pigment, height 58 cm.  
© Five Continents Museum, Munich; photo: Marianne Franke
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Welcome to the Winter edition of our magazine.
Take an armchair tour of Britain’s finest

residences as you enjoy our article on stately
homes. With so many examples of noble
architecture, superlative collections, extraordinary
family stories and fascinating working estates –
not to mention the odd ghost – you’re spoiled for
choice in every part of the country. Which is your
personal favourite? 
Tales of changing times are literally close to

hand in the often overlooked form of coins and
banknotes passing through our hands every day.
If you don’t know your ‘obverse’ from ‘reverse’,
our second feature will be ‘on the money’. While
‘a licence to print money’ for you is beyond our
gift, even our newly-minted guides demonstrate
that on tours ‘knowledge is priceless’.
Our Tour de Force interviews celebrate

knowledge of two very different guides. My
London Blue Badge colleague Sarah Ciacci is
potty about tours designed specially for families
with younger visitors, finding clever ways to
engage ‘little learners’ and accompanying adults
in discovering the world around them. In our
second tour, Manchester Green Badge Guide Ed
Glinert takes us back to turbulent post-
Napoleonic times as he explains the significance
of the Peterloo Massacre.
Many of our readers are already starting to 

plan visits for 2019, and I’m pleased to see a
growing number signing up for our digital
newsletter. Whether you’re looking to sign up 
(it’s free!) or browse through previous issues of
this magazine for tour ideas, check out:
www.britainsbestguides.org
‘Find A Tour’ and ‘Find A Guide’ help you

connect with 1000 qualified guides keen to bring
local tours to life. There are now more than 100
ideas to inspire you to explore this great land,
from Belfast to Birmingham, Cumbria to Kent,
Newcastle upon Tyne to Newquay, Llanelli to
London. We’re adding even more tour ideas, so
keep checking back.
We’d also love you to connect through

Facebook, Twitter or Vimeo or our office, where
you’ll find Julie or Helen happy to help.
Enjoy discovering more of Britain’s great 

stories in the entertaining company of Britain’s   
best guides!

Mark King, Chair to the 
British Guild of Tourist Guides
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BRITAIN’S BEST GUIDES

To find out more or to book: 
+44 20 7403 1115
www.britainsbestguides.org

Felicity Whittle
Blue Badge Guide

Blue Badge Tourist Guides are the
official, professional tourist guides
of the United Kingdom – recognised
by the local tourist bodies and

VisitBritain. There are over 1,000 Blue Badge
Guides in England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland – each region and nation
has its own badge. They guide in all the UK’s
major tourist attractions, as well as its cities 
and countryside.

Green Badge Guides have expert 
local knowledge of particular towns
and cities. White Badge Guides 

have detailed knowledge of their specific site.

British Guild of Tourist Guides
is the national association of Britain’s
guides. Since its foundation in 1950, the
Guild has dedicated itself to raising and
maintaining the highest professional
standards and meeting our visitors’ needs.
Our guides work in the UK’s museums,
galleries, churches and lead walking,
cycling, coach, car and driver-guided tours
throughout the country. Our members
work in over 30 different languages. 

In 2017 Guild guides
ran over 100,000
tours, taking 1.8
million visitors to
hundreds of places
across Britain

Everyone’s favourite nanny is
returning to the screens this
Christmas. Mary Poppins Returns is a
sequel to the beloved 1964 original,
with our umbrella-flying hero
returning to Cherry Tree Lane after 
25 years to – once again – help the
Banks children through a crisis.
Based on the books by PL Travers,

the film stars Emily Blunt in the title
role. Hamilton composer Lin-Manuel
Miranda plays Jack the lamplighter –
former apprentice to Bert, the dancing
chimney sweep performed in the
original by Dick Van Dyke with his
inimitable ‘cockney’ accent. Now 92,
Van Dyke returns as Mr Dawes Junior,
son of Dawes Senior – the second role
he played in the original movie.
The star-filled cast includes Angela

Lansbury as the Balloon Lady, Meryl
Streep as Mary’s cousin, Julie Walters
as Michael Banks’s housekeeper and
Colin Firth as William Weatherall
Wilkins, the current president of
Fidelity Fiduciary Bank.
The first film was made at Los

Angeles Burbank Studios, with sets
replicating London’s St Paul’s
Cathedral (the famous Feed the Birds
scene) and The Bank of England.

Much of the new movie was filmed on
location, including The Royal
Exchange and Constitution Hill near
Buckingham Palace. Vintage buses
from London’s Transport Museum
were used to replicate the streets of
1930s London.
The film opens on 21 December in

the UK  – kite flying and dancing
penguins are back.
Join a Blue Badge Guide for a 

film tour featuring Mary Poppins
film locations.

MARY POPS BACK
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   from around the UK
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Palace 

Bath Christmas Market

This December London’s Alexandra Palace
Theatre reopens. The building’s story is
unique. Opened in 1875, it was a
spectacular playhouse, with audiences of
up to 3,000 enjoying pantomime, opera,
drama and ballet. The impressive Victorian
stage machinery was designed so that
performers could appear, fly into the air,
then disappear through the stage.
But it could not compete with West End

theatres. The venue was turned into a
cinema, a chapel, a music hall and finally a

BBC prop store and workshop. 
For eight decades it was closed to the 
public, a forgotten gem hidden on a 
hill high above the city.
Now, following the £27m restoration 

of Ally Pally’s east wing, it’s back. 
The theatre will officially reopen on 
1 December and the winter line up
includes performances by Gareth 
Malone, jazz from Ronnie Scott and 
a run of the Horrible Histories
Christmas show.

on a

Hill 

Regent Street lights
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There is plenty to see and do in the UK this Christmas for
people interested in festive traditions.
In Cambridge, King’s College Chapel hosts the Festival of

Nine Lessons and Carols, the annual Christmas Eve choral
service held in the college’s beautiful gothic chapel. This year
marks the centenary of the festival, which started in 1918. 
The service is broadcast on BBC radio, but if you are in
Cambridge and prepared to queue up at 7.00am, you could
bag a coveted ticket.
Christmas markets are relatively new to Britain. They have

become popular with visitors, with some boasting fabulous
historic locations. Bath’s Christmas market (22 November - 
9 December) sits between the ancient abbey and the Roman
baths. There are some 200 stalls, many selling products made

by local artists and suppliers. Winchester’s Cathedral Close
(17 November - 20 December) hosts 100 wooden chalets,
making it one of the largest in the country. Salisbury’s
medieval Guildhall Square (29 November - 23 December)
combines the market with musical performances and a lantern
parade. Leeds Castle holds a gift fair in its grounds on the
four weekends before Christmas.
In London, the festive street decorations are among the

best in the world. On Christmas Day most of the city shuts
down for a well-earned rest. There are, however, a bunch of
brave souls who jump out of bed, head down to Hyde Park
and plunge into the lake. The Serpentine Swimming Club’s
Christmas Morning Race, held every year since 1864, is open
to members only, so there’s no risk of being tempted to join in.

Britain at
Christmas
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MY FAVOURITE
Blue Badge Guides show you their
favourite places around the UK
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....is from the headland of Llandudno’s Great Orme. It takes in the
magnificently oriental Victorian Pier and then stretches away across the
bay. Llandudno is often described as ‘The Queen of the Welsh Resorts’
and the pier is her crown. However many times I enjoy this view, walking
my dog or with visiting groups, in sunshine and rain, I always marvel at
the intricacy of the delicate 19th century iron lace work that continues 
to support the longest pier in Wales, reaching out to sea for 2,295ft 
(700 meters) and welcoming steam boats, fishermen, visitors and tour
guides alike.

Michael Thompson, Wales Blue Badge Guide, canybae@btconnect.com

...VIEW

There are over 75 million mobile phones in
the UK at present – more than one phone
for every member of the population. So it’s
hardly surprising that old-fashioned
telephone boxes, which require coins or a
credit card, are little used these days.
Some have found new uses as WiFi
hotspots or ATMs, while others provide
photo opportunities for tourists. 
My favourite is in the village of Kenn in

Devon, near Exeter. It is a lovely village
with thatched roof houses, the old Ley
Arms pub and a beautiful church. If you
are lucky enough to go there, look out for
their red telephone box which is now used
as a library. You just open up and take or
leave books as you see fit. There is no
registration, paperwork or fines for late
returns, and it provides a new use for a
much-loved local feature.

Ed Lerner, London Blue Badge Guide,
edwinlerner@gmail.com

...PHONE BOX

....is the Sir John Soane’s Museum. I will always remember my visit
to this museum. I was a young French student of about 18-19, and
my feeling of sheer wonder is still very vivid. I had the exhilarating
and somehow childish feeling that I had discovered a hidden
treasure that only I knew about. Every single room of the great
architect’s house was full of aesthetic surprises, and to me, the
culmination was – and still is – the discovery of William Hogarth’s
series of paintings: A Rake’s Progress.
Since then, I have sent all my friends on a visit, and I always urge

them not to read anything about the place beforehand. I want them
to experience that ‘wow’ moment.
As a new guide I hope I can share my love of this place. It is at a

crossroads between the Enlightenment and the Romantic Age, it is
a true work of the imagination, and it has even more to see now that
it has been recently and beautifully restored.

Muriel Carré, London Blue Badge Guide, murielcarre.bbg@gmail.com

...BUILDING
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The fun way to

To find your personal guide to the very best of London,
Liverpool and Edinburgh visit www.britainsbestguides.org

Published by

Come out on our themed tours in and around London, Liverpool and Edinburgh,
each with challenging questions and detailed – often surprising – answers.

These are no ordinary tours and this is not your usual quiz, because London,
Liverpool and Edinburgh are no ordinary cities.

The ideal gifts are now on sale in your local bookshop and online. 
Available in paperback and e-book.

DISCOVER MORE OF LONDON,
LIVERPOOL AND EDINBURGH

Quiz books with a difference

l            
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Sophie Campbell
takes us on a
grand tour of
Britain’s stately
homes

MANOR
fromHEAV
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What makes the definitive English stately home? Well, obviously, it’s Lady
Penelope’s Creighton-Ward Mansion in Thunderbirds – pillared, porticoed and
Palladian, complete with sprawling estate, Norman origins and supermodel
scion of the family still in residence.

It’s easy to take our national stable of stately homes for granted as one flicks
through the National Trust guidebook or studies the Historic Houses website.
Britain is dotted with glamorous piles, often as large as palaces and frequently
linked to a single family.

In fact, few regions lack a stately home. Rutland – oddly, as one of England’s
richest per capita counties – is one, although several grand houses, including
Burghley, nudge its borders. Kent has very few for its size, partly due to its
ancient laws of inheritance – it has many lovely historic houses, some of them
whoppers, but rarely true ‘statelies’.

So what exactly is a stately home? Well, size really does matter. Such a
house needs to be large enough to have a suite of grand state rooms in which
to entertain the rich, the powerful and possibly the royal. That in turn means a
huge estate – the income for grandiose building programmes came from land,
which also conferred political status.

VEN

So what exactly is a stately home? Well, size really
does matter. Such a house needs to be large
enough to have a suite of grand state rooms

Chatsworth House
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Not whomping but squirting
When (if) you escape from Chatsworth’s huge maze (four entrances, one
route to the middle), set off to find the 18ft-tall copper Squirting Willow
Tree – and prepare to get drenched.

Willow Tree Fountain – Chatsworth

A stately home will
have been built by a
famous architect of
the era, with
parkland to match.
It will have superb
furniture and art. It
will be linked to an
aristocratic family

Painted Hall, Chatsworth House

Temple of Ancient Virtue ©
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Blenheim Palace, Water Terrace
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A stately home will have been built
by a famous architect of the era, with
parkland to match. It will have superb
furniture and art. It will be linked to an
aristocratic family, possibly with
several estates and titles, one of which
will be duke, marquess or earl.
Such factors place most stately

homes into a period of 400 years or so
– the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries
– as hall houses, manors and country
seats were outstripped by great show
houses funded by staggering wealth.
And while we might assume that

many countries have their stately
equivalents, it’s not so. Think of the
Loire chateaux, stripped of contents
and owners in the Revolution, or how
few occupied Venetian palazzi are open
to the public. Houses and possessions
often suffer during political upheavals,
their owners sometimes dispossessed
or killed.
Because our civil wars were 

done and dusted by the late
seventeenth century and we just
avoided a French-style revolution in
the eighteenth after the Napoleonic
Wars, our super-rich had the cash and
freedom to make Grand Tours of
Europe, carting back Old Masters,
antiquities, furniture, classical statuary

and decorative arts by the ton.
Our gardens also developed very

differently, with eighteenth-century
landscapers such as ‘Capability’ Brown
and Humphry Repton replacing
Continental formality with a more
naturalistic style. This re-ordering of
nature on a colossal scale became
known as the English landscape
tradition and was reflected in poetry,
literature and art.
Finally, there are the people. Most

stately homes are owned and lived in,
at least in part, by the families that
built them. And those surviving in situ
into the 21st century are skilled
entrepreneurs and shrewd employers –
that’s the reason they’re still going.
Drive on, Parker.

THE BIG BEASTS
THE BUSINESS OF LAND
Chatsworth, Derbyshire
The Derbyshire seat of the
Devonshires (confusing, I know) is a
huge, creamy, English Baroque pile on
a far older site, transformed by the
Duke’s parents from a crumbling
monster into a vibrant business. A
£32-million, 13-year Masterplan ended

this summer, providing, among other
things, full wheelchair access. 
Closed January to mid-March.
www.chatsworth.org

GESTURE OF DEFIANCE
Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire
This golden Vanbrugh/Hawksmoor
creation arose thanks to Queen Anne,
who gave land and money in gratitude
for the Duke of Marlborough’s 1704
victory at Blenheim (spot the
vanquished French cockerels on the
walls). It all ended in tears, but the
palace boasts one of the most glorious
vistas in England – and has a cracking
playground. Open all year.
www.blenheimpalace.com

SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL
Stowe, Buckinghamshire
The site shared by Stowe School
(house), the National Trust (estate) and
the Landmark Trust (rental properties)
was once occupied by the Temple
family, Whig oligarchs with a taste for
politically significant landscaping. The
house is magnificently grand and the
grounds completely fascinating.
Grounds open all year. House visits work
around school.
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/stowe

Palladian Bridge, Stowe
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Blenheim Palace

The path to
perdition

One of Stowe’s many
landscaped

eccentricities are two
walking paths, one
dedicated to Vice, one
to Virtue, which
include William

Kent’s ‘River Styx’ and
‘Elysian Fields’.
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Tour the neo-gothic interior of Leeds Castle,
tackle the circular maze and take selfies by the
castle and its mirror-image in the lake

Leeds Castle from the lake

Palace House, Beaulieu



THE WATER BABIES
VA-VA-VOOM!
Beaulieu, Hampshire
The Montagus have owned Palace House, a Victorian rejig of
an old abbey gatehouse, for 300 years, opening to the public
in 1952 with a display of five cars bought by early petrolhead
Edward, Lord Montagu. Now the National Motor Museum
Trust, its year-long Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 50 Years
exhibition runs from October. Open all year.
www.beaulieu.co.uk

PLACE OF REFLECTION
Leeds Castle, Kent
The last private owner, Lady
Baillie, left her island fortress to
the nation partly for meetings.
The 900-year-old castle, rebuilt
in the 1820s and 1920s, has
hosted many high-level
summits. The rest of us can tour
the neo-gothic interior, tackle
the circular maze and take selfies
by the castle and its mirror-
image in the lake. Open all year. 
www.leeds-castle.com

13

The Montagus have
owned Palace House,
a Victorian rejig of an
old abbey gatehouse,
for 300 years

Palace House interior, Beaulieu

National Motor Museum, Beaulieu

Six queens 
and Leeds castle
Eleanor of Castile
was first in (1270s),

followed by
Margaret of France,
the ‘She-Wolf’
Isabella, Anne of
Bohemia, Joan of
Navarre and

Catherine de Valois
all followed suit.
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A DECADE OF DOWNTON
Highclere Castle,
Hampshire/Berkshire
Who knew, when the Carnarvons
opened their doors for filming in 2010,
that the resulting TV series would add
to its rich history? Its architecture – by
Charles Barry, builder of the Houses of
Parliament – and top Tutankhamun
connections were comprehensively
out-gunned by Downton Abbey. The
film is due September 2019. Open
Easter, May Bank Holidays and July to
September. Private tours in winter.
www.highclerecastle.co.uk

EASY, TIGER
Longleat, Wiltshire
Never a dull moment at this
Elizabethan prodigy house, home to 
14 generations of Thynns. In 2010 
the ‘flamboyant’ Marquess of Bath
handed the 10,000-acre estate, which
introduced its safari park and lions in
1966 and was the first stately home to
open to the public, to his son, Viscount
Weymouth and wife Emma. It
appeared in several early Dr Who
episodes, as well as the BBC’s series
Animal Park. Open all year.
www.longleat.co.uk

WAUGH AND PEACE
Castle Howard, Yorkshire
Look vaguely familiar? That’s partly
because it’s been in Victoria and partly
because it was built by Blenheim
dream-team (with less stress, due to
the absence of the Duchess of
Marlborough) John Vanbrugh and
Nicholas Hawksmoor. Home to a
branch of the Catholic Howards, it
became world-famous in the 1981 TV
adaptation of Brideshead Revisited,
doubling as Brideshead Castle, home
to the Catholic Flytes. Open all year.
www.castlehoward.co.uk

Highclere Castle
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Castle Howard

The long view
Walk up nearby Beacon
Hill to see the simple
tomb of the 5th Earl of
Carnarvon, who died
mysteriously in Cairo
after opening the Tomb
of Tutankhamun in 1923
(see the fabulous exhibit
in the house). It over-
looks the Highclere
grounds – and his
beloved stud.

THE LUVVIES
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Why not visit one of these stately homes with one of our 
Blue Badge Guides: www.britainsbestguides.org

SOME STATELY FACTS
• The longest façade of any stately 

home in Britain is that of Grade I-listed
Wentworth Woodhouse, in the South
Yorkshire coalfields, which measures
over 600ft with a terrace wall 
of 1,500ft.

• Welbeck Abbey, in the Nottingham-
shire ‘Dukeries’, was home to the
reclusive 5th Duke of Portland, who
built 2.5 miles of underground tunnels
and painted much of his subterranean
kingdom pink. Staterooms open for 
33 days a year. 

• The Red Deer herd at Woburn Abbey
has been in residence for 250 years:
sire stag Woburn Alexander, aged 14,
has 55 measurable antler points.

• The art collection at Petworth House 
in Sussex, originally home to the
Percys and now run by the National
Trust, includes numerous Turners
painted on site when he stayed with
the 3rd Earl of Egremont, and a
recently-discovered Titian.

• Goodwood House in West Sussex,
home to the Duke of Richmond and
Gordon, has hosted more Privy
Council meetings than any other
private house. Why? Because they
took place during the famous flat-
racing meeting known as Glorious
Goodwood. Plaques record meetings
held by King George V and the Queen.
Even the Archbishop of Canterbury
held a meeting during the winter 
race meeting.

Longleat Maze
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George IV employed prizefighters as bouncers for his
coronation in Westminster Abbey in 1821. Their main job
was to prevent the king’s estranged wife, Queen Caroline,
from attending. The hapless Caroline tried to enter the
church, at first through the east cloister, followed by 
the west cloister and Poets’ Corner. Undaunted, she 
then tried to mingle with the guests in
Westminster Hall, but was blocked at
the entrance with bayonets thrust
under her chin and doors slammed
in her face. Crowds jeered as the
fuming queen rode away.

sold
In 18th century Scotland, medical students could pay
for their fees by donating corpses. So, the country’s
first medical students became body snatchers.

10
shillings

High Steaks
In the 1840s, just before Nelson’s statue was installed in
Trafalgar Square, the 14 stonemasons responsible for hoisting
the sculpture into place had a sit-down steak dinner at the top of
the column in celebration of their achievement.
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The writer DH Lawrence
had a pet cow called Susan.

TAPPED OUT

17

Not only is it against the law to be
drunk in a public house, but since
2003 it has been illegal to buy a drink
for someone in a pub when you 
know they are drunk. And if you are
looking for a ride home, it’s an
offence to be inebriated in charge of 
a horse or steam engine.

In 2012, the town
of Boring, Oregon,
twinned with the
village of Dull in
Scotland.
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From coins to cons, Marc Zakian looks at
the history of British Money
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The Rome mint was 
named after the god Juno
Monet, giving us the term
‘money, while ‘coin’ derives

from the Roman ‘consecratio’ –
money issued by the Emperor

to honour a deceased 
family member.

MONEY
On the

ANY OLD IRON
Britons made money before they made writing. Our mysterious tribal
ancestors the Celts left no written documents, but Albion’s Iron Age rulers
busily minted the country’s first coinage.

The Atrebates were a powerful Celtic force. From their stronghold in ancient
Silchester they struck gold coins, stamping them with the image of a horse –
maybe inspired by the great white beasts hewn into the chalky landscape at
Ridgeway, Uffington and Westbury.

Over 45,000 coins survive from Iron Age Britain, minted by tribes from
Devon to Derbyshire. The Celts were certainly skilled coin makers, but how
they used their money remains a mystery.

POUNDING THE STREETS
The Romans developed the original euro. A denarius paid to a soldier at
Hadrian’s Wall could be used to pay for his lunch in Rome and dinner in
Athens.

Britain’s first mint opened in Roman London in AD 286, making three types
of coin: gold (aureus), silver (denarius) and brass (sestertius).

Our modern £ symbol derives from an ornate version of the Roman L in
Libra Pondo, while the ‘d’ in the pre-1971 Lsd (pounds shillings and pence)
was derived from denarius.
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The Atrebates were a powerful Celtic force. From their
stronghold in ancient Silchester they struck gold coins,

stamping them with the image of a horse
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With twelve to a
shilling, the penny
represented a day’s pay
for a skilled worker

A medieval mint

King Athelstan and silver penny of King Athelstan

William The Conqueror
from the Bayeux Tapestry

The Pyx takes its name from
the wooden box where the
precious coins were held.
Westminster Abbey has an
ancient chapel, once used to

store the Pyx.

MAKING A MINT
The Normans changed almost everything in England,
except the currency. Anglo-Saxon money was so efficient
that William the Conqueror simply swapped the coin-
portrait of the old king for his own so everyone knew
who was in charge.

Norman England saw the first mention of ‘sterling’.
The word may have derived from the stars or starlings –
both of which appeared on pennies – or from the
Germanic ‘ster’, referring to the pure quality of the silver.

Coins were struck at Royal mints by ‘moneyers’. One
moneyer placed a handmade piece of flat metal between
two engraved stamps called dies, then a second worker
struck it with a hammer.

Busy workshops would stamp out more than 2,000
blanks a day. This was hot, dangerous work and
moneyers regularly lost fingers and eyes.

Cheats thrived. Coin clippers would shave off gold and
silver slivers to melt down into new coins, while mint
workers would try and steal precious metals.

With fraud threatening to undermine the currency, in
1124 King Henry I summoned all the moneyers to the
Assize at Winchester – then the capital of England – where
94 mint workers were castrated for producing bad coins.

Edward I moved the mint to the Tower of London and
introduced regular checks. The master moneyer would
save one coin from each ten pounds minted and every
three months present them at the Trial of the Pyx.

This ceremony was presided over by a judge and a jury
of assayers. In medieval times this took place at the
Palace of Westminster – today it is held at the
Goldsmiths’ Hall in the City of London.

IN FOR A PENNY
When the Anglo-Saxons conquered Britain, money
disappeared for two centuries.

The first English currency was minted in the 620s.
Inscribed with a scrambled imitation of Roman
writing, our medieval ancestors carried coins covered
in nonsense.

The Anglo-Saxons gave us the first shilling – made 
of gold – and in 675 started minting silver penings,
England’s first penny. This denomination has survived
for 1,300 years.

With twelve to a shilling, the penny represented a
day’s pay for a skilled worker. There was no small
coinage and change was given by cutting the penny in
two to create ha’pennies, or into four making farthings.
Very small transactions were bartered.

The pound was born in AD 775. 240 silver pennies
made up one pound in weight. This was a vast fortune
in the 8th century, and there would be 800 years of
inflation until a pound coin was finally minted.

In 928 Athelstan, first King of all England, declared
the pound the first national coinage. Today the British
pound is the oldest currency in the world.



Mint Street – Tower of London 

Mint Street Houses – Tower of London

21Trial of the Pyx at Goldsmiths’ Hall 

In medieval times trousers
had no pockets. So men

carried their money in a purse
hanging from their belt. There
were no pickpockets, but there

were cutpurses.

A mint furnace

With fraud threatening to
undermine the currency,

in 1124 King Henry I
summoned all the

moneyers to the Assize at
Winchester – then the
capital of England –

where 94 mint workers
were castrated for

producing bad coins



Within a year of the Bank of
England opening, its first trickster

was apprehended. Daniel
Perrismore forged 60 £100 notes –
around half a million pounds in

today’s money.
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SMALL PROBLEM
During the 17th century the lack of
low value coins developed into a crisis.

Exasperated shopkeepers started
making and distributing their own
branded tokens, handing them to
customers as small change. These
could only be spent at the shop that
issued them.

By 1612 there were hundreds of

shops and 3,000 unlicensed mints
churning out low value tokens. In
1672, the Royal Mint finally responded
by minting copper pennies.

The penny heralded the first
appearance of that great patriotic icon,
Britannia. The diarist Samuel Pepys
claimed that the symbol of British
money was modelled on the Duchess
of Richmond – who famously refused
to become King Charles II’s mistress.

ISAAC NEWTON

The penny heralded the first appearance
of that great patriotic icon, Britannia A HIGH NOTE

In 1694 the Bank of
England was
established. The
bank issued notes in

exchange for gold
and silver deposits.

The smallest was £50,
over twice the average

annual income – most people went
through life without ever touching 
a banknote.

In 1797 war with France led to a
shortage of gold and silver. Panic
spread. People rushed to swap their
notes for coins and the
bank vaults were
emptying fast.

Most of the silver
stored at the Bank
of England was
Spanish silver
reales, known as
dollars. To avert a
crisis, the bank
transformed them into
English currency by
punching a small image 
of King George III on top of the
portrait of the Spanish king.

In 1696 the office of Warden and,
subsequently, Master of the Mint
was awarded to an unlikely
candidate, Isaac Newton.

The father of modern physics,
creator of the theory of gravity and
inventor of calculus took over the
comparatively mundane task of
overseeing the currency.

The £500 a year salary was
incentive enough for Newton, who
was born on a farm and had to work
his way through the University 
of Cambridge.

Newton supervised important
changes to the quality and safety of
the coinage. But the intriguing part
of this story was his sleuthing. He
estimated that 20 percent of the
coins in use in 1696 were fake, and
the great man spent much of his
time investigating forgery – a
treasonable offence, punishable by
being hanged, drawn and quartered.

Disguised as a habitué of bars
and taverns, Newton gathered
evidence against the fakers. His
arch nemesis was William Chaloner,
an elusive serial counterfeiter and
confidence trickster.

Chaloner was prolific – he forged
guineas, crowns, banknotes and
lottery tickets, as well as working as
a quack doctor and soothsayer.

Newton devoted an entire
investigation to Chaloner, using a
comprehensive network of spies
and informants. Chaloner
conducted his own defence at his
trial, but Newton’s evidence was
overwhelming.

Chaloner was hanged on the
gallows at Tyburn on 22 March
1699, ‘twitching and writhing for
several minutes of the hangman’s
dance’.

Newton remained as Master until
his death in March 1727.

Sir Isaac Newton by 
Sir Godfrey Kneller

In 1663, the first 
guinea was minted,
named for its gold 
that came from

Guinea,West Africa.
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Britannia on a coin

Silver Reales of
King George III
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EXPLORE |DISCOVER | CREATE

THE VERY BEST OF BRITAIN & IRELAND 

THE ULTIMATE
DESTINATION

FOR DOMESTIC
TRAVEL IDEAS &

INSPIRATION

If travel is your business, a trip to British Tourism
& Travel Show will ensure that you’re ahead of
the latest trends. 

Discover over 270 destinations, attractions 
and hotels to gain invaluable customer insight
that will help you build sell out packages and
holidays for 2019 and beyond.

Register free today and save £25 door entry fee
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The run on the bank was satirised by
Gillray in a cartoon titled ‘the Old Lady
of Threadneedle Street in Danger’. It
shows the bank as an elderly woman
sitting on a strong box with prime
minister Pitt attempting to get at the
contents. The name stuck, and to this
day the Bank of England is known as
The Old Lady of Threadneedle Street.

CHANGING TIMES
While the rest of the world went metric,
Britain stubbornly hung on to its
pounds, shillings and pence.
With 12 pennies to a shilling and 240

pennies to a pound generations of
school children had the 12 times table
drummed into them so they could

check their change at the sweet shop.
Coins still in circulation five decades

ago bore names that were more Shakes-
pearean than space age (see below).
In 1971 most of these historic names

were swept away as Britain finally went
decimal. There were two survivors – the
penny and the pound.
When the pound switched from notes

to metal in 1983, the forgers set to
work – of the 1.5 billion in circulation,
about one in thirty £1 coins was
counterfeit. In 2017 the new bi-metal
pound made it harder to copy.

And now the penny, that clink of an
Anglo-Saxon England history in our
pockets, is under threat. Today over half
of 1p coins are used only once, before
being either thrown away or stuck in 
a jar, while the price of the metal in
pennies is almost the same as their 
face value.
Penny wise? Perhaps not, but with

electronic payments now the norm, over
a thousand years of British cash may be
about to be cashed in.

Visits

Find out more about the history
of money on a guided tour:

Take a Blue Badge Guided tour
of the British Museum,
including one of the world’s
finest numismatic collections,
with over one million objects.

Or how about a visit to The Bank
of England Museum in London
or The Royal Mint Experience,
in South Wales, the only place in
the world where you can watch
the United Kingdom’s coins
being made.

To book your guide visit:
britainsbestguides.orgThe Bank of England

HALFPENNY
pronounced 
ha’penny

THREEPENCE
known as a 

thripp’ny bit

SIXPENCE
nicknamed ‘tanner’

after Sigismund 
Tanner who designed it

SHILLING
also called a ‘bob’, 

in singular or plural

HALF CROWN
Two shillings 
and six pence

CROWN
Five shillings

THE FARTHING
four to a penny

24

The Bank of
England stores
400,000 gold bars
in its vaults, each
worth around
£400,000.

William Pitt: political ravishment

There were two
survivors – the penny

and the pound
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KIDS’ STUFF

Blue Badge Guide
Sarah Ciacci tells us

about her special tours
for young people

“I remember the first time I visited a museum,” says
Sarah Ciacci. “I was five years old, and my family drove
up to London from our home in Wimbledon. It was a
great adventure as we followed the river Thames up to
the West End and parked next to the Natural History
Museum. We walked through the entrance and there was
the famous skeleton of ‘Dippy’ the dinosaur. I was
awestruck.”

Sarah spent a lot of her childhood in museums. Her
father, Gastone, is a veteran London Blue Badge Guide
who nurtured his daughter’s interest in art: “When I was
14, Daddy took me to visit the Tate and showed me the
Pre-Raphaelite paintings. I was entranced by their
beautiful shapes and colours and was inspired to study
art at school and university.”

After taking a degree at UCL in history of art, Sarah
followed in her father’s footsteps and qualified as a Blue
Badge Guide. But she had no plans to work with children:
“I was scared of kids. I didn’t have any or know any.
Teenagers intimidated me with their cool bravado, and 
I didn’t know what to talk about with the little ones.

“Then one day I got a call from a desperate agent
asking me to do a job with some French teenagers at the
National Gallery. I was in at the deep end: they had been
expelled from mainstream school and when I met them in
the foyer they were bored and listless. I asked if they had
ever been to a gallery before, No. Did they have any
favourite artists? No. Did they know any artists? Silence.
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“There was no way they would listen to me for two hours,
so I turned it round and started asking them questions
about what they could see in the paintings and how they
thought the characters felt. By the end they were really
interested and enthusiastic. This taught me that anyone can
engage with art.
“The National Gallery is a great museum for small

children. With little ones I talk about the animals in the
paintings to draw them into the stories. The Battle of San
Romano by Paolo Uccello features lots of horses. We discuss
what it would have been like for a horse in battle.
“Some kids worry about the dragon in Uccello’s St George

and the Dragon painting, they think he looks sad. But they
love the fluffy dog in the Van Eyck Arnolfini Portrait, Piero di
Cosimo’s lugubrious dogs and the playful cat by Pintoroccio.
“Titian’s Bacchus and Ariadne is full of fascinating

characters. The painting is a love story, and if you look
closely at the cheetahs pulling Bacchus’s carriage, they are
also lovestruck. There is a snake in the picture and
mischievous satyrs: half child, half goat, a fascinating
concept for a youngster.
“With small ones at The Tower of London, I ask them to

imagine they are medieval soldiers attacking the castle. How
do we get past the moat? How can we get over the walls,
and what would that be like wearing a full suit of armour? I
tell them about undermining – digging a tunnel and setting
fire to a castle’s tower – and they love discovering how
words began.
“We look at the murder holes, gaps in the archways where

defending soldiers would pour down boiling water onto
enemy troops – never oil, it was too precious. At the Tower
they would use Thames water, but if they ran out there were
vats of urine to tip onto assailants.
“A lot of kids like the idea of executions and prisons.

These are difficult stories, and I check with the parents
before to see what we can talk about it. Two wives of Henry
VIII were executed in the Tower, and I bring images of the
wives, so we can see what they looked like. I don’t use a
tablet as many parents don’t want their children to have yet
more screen time. I give kids the background context, so
they can understand why poor seventeen-year-old
Katherine Howard was executed.
“The story of the medieval menagerie is always a winner.
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Shakespeare Mural, Bankside

British Museum

“With little ones I talk about the
animals in the paintings to draw

them into the stories”



There are animal artworks around the Tower to remind 
us of their lives there: from monkeys to lions. They enjoy
discovering the creatures and can’t believe there was once 
a polar bear in the Tower.
“A tour of the British Museum explores the story of

human civilisation. Ancient Mesopotamia seems so remote
to our modern life. But when kids discover that they built
the world’s first cities and invented agriculture, astronomy
and writing, they are fascinated.
“The museum has some beautiful Mesopotamian friezes:

one features a lion hunt, which brings up questions how
animals were treated in the past and today. Another shows
Assyrians swimming over the river using inflated pigs
bladders: 4,000-year-old water wings – bringing the ancient
world closer to our own.
“The highlight of a British Museum visit is the mummies.

I show my groups how the Egyptians made a mummy: from
removing the brains to the weighing of the heart and the
removal of the internal organs. Most kids love this kind of
gory stuff.
“It’s great to explore London beyond museums. One 

of my favourite tours for young people is a Shakespeare
themed Bankside walk. We see the reproduction of 
The Globe Theatre, and hear about the bloodthirsty Tudor
sports, such as bear baiting. The reproduction of the Sir
Francis Drake’s ship The Golden Hinde transports us into
the world of seafaring, as well as many kids’ favourite
subject: pirates”.
Sarah has a new inspiration for her children’s tours, 

her three year old daughter Bertha. So will she become 
the third generation of Ciacci Blue Badge Guides? “By the
time I have taken her to every inch of London’s museums,
she may hate history and art. But I hope, like me, she is
inspired by it.”

For a kids tour with Sarah Ciacci go to: www.toursformykids.com
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“I started asking them questions
about what they could see in the
paintings and how they thought the
characters felt. By the end they were
really interested and enthusiastic”

Dragon – Paolo Uccello

Dogs – Piero di Cosimo 

Dog – Van Eyck Satyr – Titan

Sarah and Bertha



WHEN
MANCHESTER
UNITED
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“The 16th of August 1819 was a defining moment in English democracy.
A date which rivals Magna Carta, the Civil War and the 1689 Bill of
Rights in its importance. Yet most Britons have never heard of the
Peterloo Massacre”.

A bold statement from Ed Glinert, Green Badge Guide and author of a
series of meticulously researched urban history books – including The

Manchester Compendium. So why did this seminal moment fade from the
national consciousness? And will the bicentenary shed light on one of the
worst assaults on democracy in modern times?

“To understand Peterloo you need to appreciate the conditions in
Manchester during the late 1700s. With the industrial revolution driving
people from farms to factories, people flooded into the world’s first
industrial city.

Author 
and Green
Badge Guide 
Ed Glinert
recounts one 
of the most
shameful events
in modern
politics
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“The 16th of August 1819 was a 
defining moment in English 

democracy. A date which rivals 
Magna Carta, the Civil War and the
1689 Bill of Rights in its importance.
Yet most Britons have never heard of

the Peterloo Massacre”
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“Conditions were brutal. The city grew chaotically, with
workers crammed into shanty-built houses, surviving on
starvation diets and toiling for 13 hours a day. Its mills and
factories were death traps, with children as young as six
grafting alongside dangerous machinery. The average
lifespan of a Mancunian was 17.
“Labour was a commodity. People had no say in how their

town was run, with no local council, no Member of
Parliament and no police. The houses where the workers
lived were owned by factory men or aristocrats.
“Challenge the system and you were silenced. In 1817 the

Tory government, fearing revolution, suspended the right to
trial, and a group of local dissenters was arrested, clamped
in irons and bundled down to London to be interrogated by
the Home Secretary. Subdued and chastened, they were
packed off back to Manchester. Can you imagine that
happening today, people being questioned by the Home
Secretary for attending a demonstration?
“Resentment simmered. The government militarised

Manchester’s streets, deploying troops as a warning to
dissenters. Despite this intimidation, a series of city centre
demonstrations were organised.
“On the 16th August 60,000 people gathered at St Peter’s

Fields, demanding parliamentary reform. Men, women and
children from across the region joined together hoping for
change. The magistrates declared the demonstration illegal
and arrested the ringleaders.
“At 1.30pm, as the first speaker addressed the crowd, the

cavalry charged. The soldiers, hardened by years of fighting
in the Napoleonic wars, went in with sabres drawn, ‘Each
waving a bloody sword for the service of the Lord’, as the
radical poet Shelley put it.
“As the wounded and dying cried out for help, soldiers

chased away bystanders. By 2.00pm it was all over. The
attack left 17 people dead and 684 injured.
“The authorities censored all reports of the protest. A

Times journalist who was at the demonstration was arrested,
and an unknown contributor filed the story for the paper.
“The editor of the radical reformist newspaper, the

Manchester Observer, James Wroe – taking inspiration from
the Battle of Waterloo – dubbed the
demonstration the ‘Peterloo
Massacre’. Fifteen charges
of seditious libel were
brought against him.
“Speakers from

Manchester convention centre on former site of St Peter’s Fields

The massacre of Peterloo – George Cruikshank
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For a Peterloo tour with Ed Glinert go to: www.newmanchesterwalks.com

the Peterloo protest were imprisoned, and the government
swiftly passed further draconian laws to deter further
unrest. Those responsible for ordering the attack on the
demonstrators were exonerated.

“But people would not be silenced. The Manchester

Guardian was founded in 1821 to promote the liberal
interest in the aftermath of Peterloo. Dickens came to
Manchester and, after witnessing appalling living
conditions, was inspired to write A Christmas Carol and
Hard Times.

“In 1832 Parliament finally responded to some of the
demands of the Peterloo protesters. The newly elected
liberal Whig government passed the Reform Act, which
granted seats in the House of Commons to industrial cities
such as Manchester. The act also extended the vote to one
in five adult males.

“Though Peterloo remained absent from most accounts
of British history, Manchester has never forgotten the
tragedy. Every year supporters meet to commemorate the
protest, reciting the names of the victims. And in 2019, for
the bicentenary of the massacre, a public memorial will be
unveiled, designed by award-winning artist Jeremy Deller.

“This year the story gets a wider telling, with
Mancunian film maker Mike Leigh’s new film about the
tragedy – the director commenting that Peterloo is too
often missing from school history lessons.

“The site of St Peter’s Fields is now Windmill Street. The
road – which locals want renamed Peterloo – stands next
to the convention centre where, ironically, every two years
the Conservative Party conference meets. It was the 19th
century Tory Party Lords who stood implacably against
the reforms demanded by the Peterloo protesters. A
memorial is long overdue.”

“This year the story gets a 
wider telling, with Mancunian 
film maker Mike Leigh’s new 

film about the tragedy “

The Britons Protection pub

Peterloo film
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...VIEW

...WALK

...is along a three mile stretch of the
Northumberland coast. Starting at
Craster, famous for kippers that have
been smoked here for more than 100
years. The village has a little harbour
where thousands of tons of the local Whin
Sill rock was exported, much of it used to
make London’s kerb stones.
The ruined Dunstanburgh Castle

dominates the skyline – it was one of the
biggest and grandest fortifications in the
north of England. Inaccessible by road, it
stands on a headland surrounded by the
sea on both sides.
In early summer, the noise of the

nesting seabirds on the cliffs under the
castle almost drowns out the crashing
waves – there are kittiwakes, fulmar,
shag and razorbills. There are interesting
geological formations on the beach,
where volcanic pressure shaped the
rocks into folds and ripples.
There are a couple of lovely pubs in

Newton-by-the-Sea, perfect for a lunch 
of crab sandwiches, kippers or locally 

caught fish – with chips, of course.

Laura Rhodes, 
North East England 
Blue Badge Guide, 
lauraannerhodes

@gmail.com

.... is Ripon Workhouse Museum. It provides a sobering glimpse into the lives of
people who fell on hard times. All aspects of the ‘inmates’ lives were regimented,
from the identikit clothes they had to wear to the daily schedule of events.
The living accommodation is recreated together with the more comfortable rooms

of the Master and Matron – often a married couple. Volunteers are restoring the
gardens, and there are plans to open up some of the other buildings for community
use. Other former workhouses have survived in Yorkshire, but Ripon has the most
complete complex, including outhouses and a ‘piggery’ – minus the pig!
Costumed volunteers play the role of the Guardians who were responsible for the

overall management of the site. Children enjoy dressing up in clothes provided and
can endure a lesson in the old-fashioned classroom.

Rosemary Barnes, Yorkshire Blue Badge Guide, rosemarybarnes@hotmail.com

MY FAVOURITE
Blue Badge Guides show you their
favourite places around the UK

...MUSEUM

....is from Sutton Bank in North Yorkshire. Rising to 1000ft, it offers a superb
panorama from the South to the West, the highlight being the wide open spaces of
Wensleydale. In the foreground are Thirsk and Thirlby, where novelist James
Herriot lived, worked and then retired. It always amazes me how he could walk up
the steep path with his two dogs when he was well in to his 70s! On a clear day
you can see 30 miles away to the power stations of West Yorkshire. With gliders
overhead and Thirsk Racecourse, the ‘Home of the English Thoroughbred’, behind
us, it is truly a magical place.

Steve Sutcliffe, Yorkshire Blue Badge Guide, sutcliffestephen@hotmail.com
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For further information contact us on:
email: bookings@dgatours.com     Tel: +44 207 993 6901

www.dgatours.com      

Map Out Your Perfect Tour...
� A Blue Badge driver-guide will show you the best of Britain

� We offer fun and informative private tours of London, England Scotland   
� Our expert guides are qualified and work in all major languages

� Castles and countryside, monuments and museums, palaces and panoramic tours
� Book your customised tour with the UK’s leading driver-guiding agency   

The UK’s largest driver-guiding agency   
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luxury box & family packages at the Royal Albert Hall

Call 020 7959 0607 or visit royalalberthall.com   

PREMIUM EXPERIENCES

CIRQUEDUSOLEIL.COM/TOTEM  |  ROYALALBERTHALL.COM

OPENS 12 JAN 2019 MEDIA PARTNER

OFFICIAL PARTNER


